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ABSTRACT
A bi-directional current Scaling preamplifier is inserted

between a device under test and a Source measure unit or a
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bi-directional current Scaling preamplifier is formed from an
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age to current converting circuit. Either the network or the
converting circuit is provided with an inverter. The elements
are arranged So that current from the Source measure unit
into the device under test is bi-directionally Scaled.
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2
provides a path for the difference between the current out of

SOURCE MEASURE UNIT CURRENT
PREAMPLIFIER

the SMU 10 and the current into the DUT 14.

The preamplifier 12 can be made Small enough to be
located close to the DUT 14, even when there are many of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

them (e.g., 10-20). By having the preamplifier 12 Scale up

The present invention relates to measurements involving
very Small currents and, in particular, to a preamplifier for
use with a Source measure unit.

Source measure units are used to make precision mea
Surements in many fields, including the testing of Semicon
ductor products. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,039,934
describes one Such device and range-changing in Such a
device is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,144,154, both of which

are incorporated herein by reference. Source measure units
force either a Voltage or a current and then respectively
measure a resulting current or Voltage.
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a Switching matrix 15 (there also may be multiple Switching
matrices, as well as multiple devices under test) which

It is not uncommon for these devices to measure currents

of a few picoamperes. The measurement of Such low cur
rents is adversely affected by undesired capacitances and
other effects Such as dielectric absorption of charge carriers.
These effects are exacerbated by multiple Source measure
units, long test cables and relay Switching matrixes used in
making Such measurements in a production environment,
Such as found in a Semiconductor fabrication facility, where
many measurements must be made as quickly as possible.
Switching matrixes allow Source measure units to be
Selectively connected to various test points on a device
under test. One such switching matrix is described in U.S.
Pat. No. 5,644,115 and is incorporated herein by reference.

25

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A measurement System for performing measurements on
a device under test includes a Source measure unit and a

preamplifier. The preamplifier is connectable between the
Source measure unit and the device under test in a position

35

closer to Said device under test than to Said Source measure

unit. The preamplifier bi-directionally Scales Source measure
unit current with respect to device under test current.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a measurement System
according to the invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of another embodiment of a
measurement System according to the invention.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a preamplifier according to
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to the invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

selectively makes connections between SMUs 10 and mul
tiple preamplifiers 12 connected to a DUT 14.
In the preferred embodiments, the preamplifier 12 is
located as close as possible to the DUTs to improve the
Speed, accuracy, and repeatability of measurements. This
typically results in the preamplifier 12 being located closer
to the DUT than to the SMU or Switching matrix.
Referring to FIG. 3, a preamplifier 12 includes an opera
tional amplifier 110. The non-inverting input of the amplifier
110 is connected to the input 112 of the preamplifier 12. One
Side of a range-changing network 114 is connected to the
inverting input of the amplifier 110 and is connected to the
output 116 of the preamplifier 12.
The other Side of the range-changing network 114 is
connected to the output of the amplifier 110 and to the input
of an inverter 118. The output of the inverter 118 is con
nected to a Voltage terminal 120 of a Voltage to current
converting circuit 122. The current terminal 124 of the
circuit 122 is connected to the preamplifier input terminal
112.

the invention.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of another embodiment of a
preamplifier according to the invention.
FIG. 5 is a Schematic diagram of a preamplifier according

the current from the DUT 14, the detrimental effects of long
cables and/or switching matrixes between the DUT and the
SMU can be minimized. If, for example, the current is scaled
up to 100 microamperes, the effects of Stray capacitance and
dielectric absorption of charge carriers from the cables and
matrixes can be neglected. At the same time, the preampli
fier 12 can be working with DUT currents in, for example,
the range of picoamperes.
Referring to FIG. 2, an additional embodiment of the
invention is illustrated. Multiple SMUs 10 are connected to
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The reference terminal V provides a path for the differ
ence between the current entering the input terminal 112, I,
and the current exiting the output terminal 116, I. In the
preferred embodiment, V communicates with I AND
I via the power Supplies of the inverter 118 and/or the
Voltage to current circuit 122. An example of this commu
nication is set fourth below.

It is also possible to use a current inverter after the Voltage
to current circuit instead of a Voltage inverter before the
Voltage to current converting circuit.
In operation, Voltage on the input terminal 112 forces an
equal Voltage on the output terminal 116 because of the
negative feedback loop through the Voltage to current circuit
122 back to the amplifier 110. This establishes a voltage at
the output of the amplifier 110 according to the range
changing network 114. This Voltage is transformed to a
current by the inverting Voltage to current converting circuit

Referring to FIG. 1, a source measure unit (SMU) 10 is

formed of the inverter 118 and the circuit 122. The value of

a device under test (DUT) 14. The SMU 10 and the

tively a negative feedback loop (because of the inverter 118)

connected to a preamplifier 12 which is in turn connected to

this transformed current is forced to Iy by what is effec

preamplifier 12 are connected to a reference Voltage V. The
SMU 10 and the DUT 14 are also connected to a reference

voltage V. V and V can be the same reference but this
need not be the case. The preamplifier 12 Scales the current
passing through it while maintaining the Voltage (i.e., the
current from the SMU is directly proportional to the current
into the DUT). This is the case whether the SMU 10 is
Sourcing current or Sourcing Voltage (and respectively mea
Suring current or measuring voltage). The reference V.

60

back to the amplifier 110. The value of It is determined
by the ratio of the effective resistances of the range changing
network 114 and the voltage to current converter circuit 122

(which may be, for example, a resistor). Referring to FIG. 4,

65

another preamplifier 12" similar to the preamplifier 12
includes the same components arranged in a Symmetrically
related manner. The location of the input 112 and the output
116 are interchanged and the location of the range-changing
network 114 and the Voltage to current converting circuit

6,069,484
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the Voltage V to a corresponding opposite polarity SMU
current. The output of the amplifier 24 may be considered
the voltage terminal and the terminal 16 considered the
current terminal of the Voltage to current converter circuit.
The amplifier 58 is configured as a follower, resulting in
the output of the amplifier 58 being V, as well. The
combination of the resistors 60, 62 and the amplifier 24 act
as an inverter resulting in the output of the amplifier 24
being -V. The load resistor 22 has the difference between
V and -V. across it, resulting in current flow from the
SMU. This current is proportional to the ratio of the load
resistor 22 to the Selected range-changing resistor 44, 46,48,
50, 52, 54 times the current in the DUT. For example, 100
picoamperes, 1 nanoamperes, 10 nanoamperes, 100

3
122 are interchanged. The interchanging of the Voltage to
current converting circuit and the range-changing network
results in an inverting range changing network. The opera
tion of the preamplifier 12" is analogous to that of the
preamplifier 12.
Referring to FIG. 5, a particular embodiment of the
preamplifier 12 is connectable between a SMU and a DUT.
The forced terminal of the SMU is connectable to the input

terminal 16 and hence the load resistor 22 (e.g., 20 KG2), the

non-inverting input of the operational amplifier 24, the
non-inverting input of the operational amplifier 26, and the
non-inverting input of the operational amplifier 28. The

amplifier 26 Supplies very Small currents (e.g., as Small as a
picoampere) and thus should have a very Small bias current,

Such as a CMOS operational amplifier with a leakage current
of less than 2 femtoamperes.
The power Supply 30 provides plus and minus Voltages

15

Vs (e.g., +5 Volts) with respect to the terminal 16 Voltage
V (because the power supply 30 “sits” on the output of the
SMU, it should have extremely low common-mode current

and low noise). The power supply 30 supplies power to the

amplifier 26.
The Switches 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 in respective series

with the resistors 44, 46,48, 50, 52, 54 (e.g., 20 GS2, 2 GS2,
200 MS2, 19.98 MS2, 1.98 MS2, 180 KS2, respectively) form

25

a range-changing network between the output and the invert
ing input of the amplifier 26. For best performance, the
Switches 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 should have essentially no
leakage when off and no voltage drop when on.
One side of the range-changing network is also connected
to the output terminal 56 and the other side of the range
changing network is connected to the non-inverting input of
the operational amplifier 58. The output terminal 56 is

connectable to the test terminal of the DUT.

The inverting input of the amplifier 58 is connected to the
output of the amplifier 58 and to one side of the resistor 60

35

to the inverting input of the amplifier 24 and to one side of
62 is connected to the output of the amplifier 24 and the
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An unshown power Supply provides plus and minus V
(e.g., +220 volts) to a power Supply for the amplifiers 24, 28,
diodes 68, 70 control the transistors 72, 74 to provide the

about V, as V moves (e.g., +200 volts).
V, provides a return path for the difference between
SMU current and DUT current through Vo (in this embodi
ment V and Vo are the same), otherwise the preamplifier 12

would have no current gain.
In operation, the preamplifier 12 is connected between the
SMU 10 and the DUT 14 and the appropriate range
changing Switch 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 is selected for the
desired current range. The Voltage V is applied to the input
terminal 16. The feedback from the output of the amplifier
26 through the range-changing network forces the output
terminal 56 to V. In order to provide the corresponding
current to the DUT, the output of the amplifier 26 must
assume a corresponding value V.
The amplifiers 24, 58 and the resistors 22, 60, 62 form an
inverting Voltage to current converting circuit. They convert

What is claimed:

connectable between Said Source measure unit and Said
45

plus and minus Voltages V (e.g., +5 Volts) with respect to
V. The output of the amplifier 28 follows V, and thus
provides a Voltage Suitable for use in guarding and a V
reference for V through the resistor 76 and a capacitor 78
connected to the reference Voltage Vo. V remains centered

thus providing a V corresponding to charge.
One or more of the power supplies for the preamplifier 12
may also be located in the SMU 10 or switching matrix 15.
This allows the preamplifier 12 to be further miniaturized,
which, in general, permits closer location to the DUT 14.
It should be evident that this disclosure is by way of
example and that various changes may be made by adding,
modifying or eliminating details without departing from the
fair Scope of the teaching contained in this disclosure. The
invention is therefore not limited to particular details of this
disclosure except to the extent that the following claims are
necessarily So limited.
1. A measurement System for performing measurements
on a device under test, Said System comprising: a Source
measure unit and a preamplifier, Said preamplifier being

resistor 22.

58. The current Sources 64, 66 in combination with the Zener

While the above description describes the case of the
SMU forcing a Voltage and measuring a current, the pream
plifier works the same way when the SMU is forcing a
current and measuring a voltage. AS expected, the forced
current is Scaled down by the preamplifier and the Voltage
from the DUT is passed through. This bi-directional nature
of the preamplifier is ideally adapted for use with a SMU.
The preamplifier 12 can also be used in measuring or
outputting charge. If all of the Switches 32, 34, 36, 38, 40,

42 are open, the capacitor 80 (e.g., 1 picofarad) integrates,

(e.g., 20 KS2). The other side of the resistor 60 is connected

the resistor 62 (e.g., 20 KS2). The other side of the resistor

nanoamperes, 1 microamperes, and 10 microamperes (full
Scale), respectively, will each produce a 100 microampere
(full scale) current from the SMU.
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device under test in a position closer to Said device under test
than to Said Source measure unit, wherein Said preamplifier
bi-directionally Scales Source measure unit current with
respect to device under test current.
2. A measurement System according to claim 1, wherein
a power Supply for Said preamplifier is located in Said Source
measurement unit.

55
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3. A measurement System for performing measurements
on a device under test, Said System comprising: at least one
Source measure unit, at least one Switching matrix, and a
plurality of preamplifiers, Said Source measure unit being
connectable to Said Switching matrix and Said preamplifiers
being connectable between Said Switching matrix and Said
device under test, wherein Said preamplifiers bi-directionally
Scale Source measure unit current with respect to device
under test current.

4. A measurement System according to claim 3, wherein
a power Supply for Said preamplifiers is located in Said
Switching matrix.
5. A measurement System according to claim 3, wherein
at least one of Said plurality of preamplifiers is located in a
position closer to Said device under test than to Said Switch
ing matrix.

6,069,484
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6. A current Scaling bi-directional preamplifier having an
input terminal and an output terminal, Said preamplifier
comprising:
an operational amplifier having an inverting input, a
non-inverting input, and an output;
a range-changing network having a first and a Second

follower input and a follower output, said follower input
communicating with Said Voltage terminal; an inverter hav
ing an input and an output, Said inverter input communicat
ing with Said follower output; and a load, Said load com
municating between said inverter output and Said current
terminal.

11. A preamplifier according to claim 10, wherein Said
follower amplifier and Said inverter are powered by a power
Supply that provides a current path for the difference

Side, and

an inverting Voltage to current converting circuit having a
current terminal and a Voltage terminal, Said input
terminal communicating with Said amplifier non
inverting input and Said current terminal, Said amplifier
output communicating with Said first Side and Said
Voltage terminal, Said amplifier inverting input com
municating with Said Second Side and Said output
terminal, wherein a current into Said input terminal and
a current out of Said output terminal are in a proportion
Selectable by Said range-changing network.
7. A preamplifier according to claim 6, wherein Said
inverting Voltage to current circuit comprises a follower
amplifier having a follower input and a follower output, Said
follower input communicating with Said Voltage terminal; an
inverter having an input and an output, Said inverter input
communicating with Said follower output; and a load, Said
load communicating between said inverter output and Said
current terminal.

8. A preamplifier according to claim 7, wherein Said
follower amplifier and Said inverter are powered by a power
Supply that provides a current path for the difference
between Said current into Said input terminal and Said
current out of Said output terminal.
9. A method for Scaling a current from a device under test
to a Source measure unit, Said device having a test terminal
and Said unit having a forced terminal, Said method com
prising:
providing an operational amplifier having an inverting
input, a non-inverting input, and an output;
providing a range-changing network having a first and a

between Said current from Said forced terminal and Said
current into a test terminal.
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Second Side, and
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a Voltage to current converting circuit having a current
terminal and a Voltage terminal, Said input terminal
communicating with Said amplifier inverting input and
Said current terminal, Said amplifier output communi
cating with Said first Side and Said Voltage terminal, Said
amplifier non-inverting input communicating with Said
Second Side and Said output terminal, wherein a current
into Said input terminal and a current out of Said output
terminal are in a proportion Selectable by Said range
changing network.
13. A method for Scaling a current from a device under test
to a Source measure unit, Said device having a test terminal
and said unit having a forced terminal, said method com
prising:
providing an operational amplifier having an inverting
input, a non-inverting input, and an output;
providing an inverting range-changing network having a
first and a Second Side, and

Second Side; and

providing an inverting Voltage to current converting cir
cuit having a current terminal and a Voltage terminal,
Said forced terminal communicating with Said amplifier
non-inverting input and Said current terminal, Said
amplifier output communicating with Said first Side and
Said Voltage terminal, Said amplifier inverting input
communicating with Said Second Side and Said test

12. A current Scaling bi-directional preamplifier having an
input terminal and an output terminal, Said preamplifier
comprising:
an operational amplifier having an inverting input, a
non-inverting input, and an output;
an inverting range-changing network having a first and a
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providing a Voltage to current converting circuit having a
current terminal and a Voltage terminal, Said forced
terminal communicating with Said amplifier inverting
input and Said current terminal, Said amplifier output
communicating with Said first Side and Said Voltage
terminal, Said amplifier non-inverting input communi
cating with Said Second Side and Said test terminal,

terminal, wherein a current from Said forced terminal

wherein a current from Said forced terminal and a

and a current into Said test terminal are in a proportion
Selectable by Said range-changing network.
10. A method according to claim 9, wherein said voltage
to current circuit comprises a follower amplifier having a

current into Said test terminal are in a proportion
Selectable by Said range-changing network.
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